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Edifier R2000DB
The R2000DB speakers are a great combination of classic wooden design and innovative technological applications, responsible for high
quality  sound.  Universal  optical  inputs  mean  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  connecting  to  most  models.  The  included  remote  control
makes it easy to operate from a short distance. Eagle Eye 25mm tweeters produce excellent, clear audio. 
 
Compact size with deep interior
The 5-inch high-frequency driver is sure to deliver plenty of memorable musical experiences. The aluminum diaphragm and 1-inch driver
are  designed  to  transform midrange  and  bass  tones,  which  balance  tones  accordingly.  In  addition,  the  Class-D  amplifier  incorporates
digital  signal  processing  (DSP)  and  dynamic  signal  control  (DRC)  technology.  Marvel  at  the  richness  of  detail  while  relaxing  with  an
exciting movie, song or game.
 
Convenient operation
The R2000DB is  equipped with a  practical  wireless  remote control.  In  particular,  it  allows you to  easily  switch the source,  change the
volume  level  or  select  digital  modes.  With  its  help,  you  can  mute  an  unwanted  song  with  just  one  movement.  What's  more,  the
ergonomic design adapts to the shape of your hand without causing discomfort.
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Exceptional sound quality
A set of Edifier speakers is a professional addition to computers and gaming consoles. They fit perfectly into any space, providing diverse
functionality  to  suit  individual  lifestyles.  The  durable  MDF  material  completely  minimizes  acoustic  resonance.  With  the  R2000DB
speakers, you can enjoy a spectacular sound effect that completes the gaming mood.
 
Timeless image
Fine  workmanship  and  classic  character  are  a  successful  combination  that  will  work  well  in  a  stylishly  decorated  room.  The  glossy
wooden  MDF  cabinet  fully  eliminates  acoustic  resonance,  clearing  the  transmission  of  unnecessary  vibrations  and  noise.  Connect  the
speakers to your turntable, TV, or laptop and immerse yourself in atmospheric, relaxing music.
 
Kit contents:
Passive speaker
Active speaker
Remote control
Speaker connection cable
Audio cable from double RCA to double RCA
Audio cable 3.5mm to RCA
Fiber optic audio cable
User manual
Manufacturer
Edifier
Model
R2000DB
Total output power
RMS 24W × 2 + 36 W × 2
Signal-to-noise ratio
≥85dB(A)
Frequency response
50Hz ~ 20kHz (@+/-3db)
Input sensitivity
Line 1: 800mV ± 50mV; Line 2: 600mV ± 50mV; OPT: 500mFFs±50mFFs;
Input type
Bluetooth, 3.5mm to RCA, Optical, Coaxial
Tweeter diaphragm
Φ25mm Ru-Fe-B, 6Ω silk dome.
Full range transducer
5,25"
Resistance
Tweeter：6Ω;
Woofer：4Ω

Preço:

€ 329.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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